
Sequence of Play
1. Roll
        a. Activate Dice
        b. Apply Foe's Minuses
        c. Roll Dice
2. Recover
        a. Recover Stuns
3. Defend
        a. Apply Defenses
        b. Su�er Stuns & Wounds (Frost Power)
4. Attack
        a. Apply Grabs
        b. Set Aside Minuses
        c. Array Attacks (Rot power)
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Daemon Dice, the Daemon Dice logo, and the SFR logo 
are trademarks owned by SFR Inc. 

Plus - one initiative; boost an attack or
 defense; recover one stunned die

Minus - one initiative; prevents rolling 
of one die

Stun – attack to stun a body part

Dodge - one initiative; negate a ray (Eye
attack) or sweep (Tail attack). Does not
stop any other attacks. 
Block - negate an attack other than 
ray (Eye attack) or sweep (Tail attack).

Arm: Either a stun attack or a block. 

Brain: Add to body part in order to
target  damage from an attack. Cannot
combine with Spike.
Eye: Ray attack that does one stun
damage, pluses added are doubled!

Leg:  Attack that causes two stun
damage.

Lungs: Cloud of gas that is two minuses
against your foe.

Mouth: Stun attack; If not negated 
recover one stunned body part

Shell: De�ect (stop any type of 
attack).

Spike: Add to a non-Eye body part attack
to add an additional  wound damage to
that attack. Cannot use with Brain.

Stinger: Stun attack; injects poison if 
desired (declare at Array Attacks):
poison does an additional wound to
defender, and stuns the stinger.
Tail: Sweep attack that causes two stun
damage

Tentacle: Grabs a die, which cannot be 
rolled or minus-ed until released.

Wings: one initiative; Targeted minus.

Breed abilities (advanced game)
Rot (Black with Red)- Wound a stunned die.
Frost (Blue with Yellow)- One wound attack 
becomes a stun.

Pluses can be used to recover stunned body parts

Initiative

Modi�ers Modi�er

Pincer: Wound attack http://www.sfr-inc.com


